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Georgia State College for Women, Milledgeville, Ga.,

Cannon, Hudson, Ducey
To Head Freshman Class
Frances Cannon, a graduate of
girl's High in Atlanta, was elected as president of the freshmen
class after a series of run-overs
between her and Jane Hudson,
Macon, who wfcs elected as vicepresident of the class. Martha
Ducey, of Savannah, was elected

as freshmen representative to
court. Other elections for secretary and treasurer will "be held on
Saturday. The Discussion groups
have not yet completed their elections for representatives to Freshman Council.

GSCW Orchestra
And Band Plan
Year's Program

Six Colleges
Debate Peace
A t Open Forum

A meeting of the officers of the
College Symphony Orchestra was
held recently at which plans for
the proposed trip, in the spring
were diseussed as well as the plans
for (several social functions of
the Band and Orchestra in the near
future.'
A new policy for the Band and
Orchestra was also adopted. The
officers feel that individual recognition should be awarded to all
members who have given honorable service to the Band and Orchestra for the year. This honorable service means that all rehearsals and performances are to
tee attended promptly at the hour
set with the exception of two unexcused absences from rehearsals
per quarter. This service will be
acknowledged by giving a silver
certificate to each honorable member of one year, stating permanent
membership in the organization.
Two years of such distinguished
service brings a gold certificate,
and with three years of honorable
service, a pin will be awarded.

Representatives from Tech,
Emory, Agnes Scott, and the University of Georgia are here today
to participate in the debate forum
being sponsored by the Debating
Society in collaboration with the
local Pi Kappa Delta.
The debates are being held in the
auditorium of the Music building,
and the judges are Col. Frank O.
Evans of Milledgeville, Dr. W. T.
Wynn, Dr. Henry Rogers, and the
coaches that accompanied the visiting teams.
The afternoon session began at
4 o'clock and lasted until 6:30
o'clock. Each speaker was allowed six minutes for the rebuttal.
The forum question is Resolved:
That the United States Should Follow a Policy of Isolation Toward
All Nations Involved in International or Civil Conflict.
G. S. C. W. entered three teams
with Carolyn Stringer, Arminda
Lewis, Helen Blevins, and Nelle
DaVitte upholding the affirmative. The negative side of the question was argued by Frances Britton and Callie Morris.
A banquet, will be given at 7:15
o'clock for all members of the Debating Society, as well as those
debators taking part in the debate. The forum will be resumed
at 8:30 o'clock and an open discussion will wind up the forum.
Students and faculty are invited
to attend both the afternoon and
evening sessions.

.
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GSCW
Who's Who

TED SHAWN and his unique team of male dancers will appear he!re
December %. ' ;

Ted Shawn and Dancers
To Preseht Dance Drama
Ted
Shawn, internationally
famous , dancer, who recently
achieved a brilliant success at
His Majesty's theatre in London
will appear here at the Russell auditorium on December 2. Shawn

John T. Graves
Writes Article
For Corinthian

will be supported by his company
of eight men dancers which comprises the only male dancing group
in the world.
Shawn has been on tour with this
company for the past five seasons,
playing in the principal cities of
the United States, Canada, and
Cub.a in addition to a brilliantly
successful season in London.

S e v e n t e e n students have
been selected this year to represent GSCW in the Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and. Colleges. This number chosen from the Junior and
Senior classes, exceeds that of last
year by five persons. To be included in Who's Who, a student
must be a Junior or Senior with
a combination of such qualities as
character, leadership in extra-curricular activities, scholarship, and
potentialities of future usefulness
to business and society. Its purpose is to serve as an incentive
to the student and a recommendation to .the business world. The
following girls were, chosen from
this campus:
Sara McDowell—Jesters (1),
Sophomore Commission, Corinthian staff (2) International Relations club (2) Dormitory officer
(2, 3) Officer Chemistry club (3),
Officer Junior class (3) President
Chemistry Club (4) President College Government (4).
Betty Lott—Freshman Council,
Dormitory officer (1), Sophomore
Commission, "Vesper Choir (2, 3),
Aeolian Glee Club (4), officer
Commerce Club (3), Upper Court
(3). Secretary College Government (3), Treasurer College Government (4), Student Council (3,
Shack Reddick—Representative
(Continued on Page Seven)

Chemistry Club
Plans Annual
When he started out six seasons
ago with men only, it was doubt- Banquet

John Temple Graves II, lecturer,
ful whether a group with no woThe Chemistry club held a call
editor, and author, has written
men
in
it
could
succeed.
The
meeting
en Thursday, November
an article on women called "The
Mr. Meek draws attention to the
skepticism
that
was
then
felt
has
3, and its regular meeting the folLesser Man," for the Fall issue
fact that membership in these
of the Corinthian, expected to be long since ceased to exist—a cor- lowing Friday, both business meetorganizations is by no means
published in\November. It 'was roboration of Shawn's belief that ings, for the purpose of writing inclosed. Those who play instruwritten especially for the magab the public was ready to accept a vitations to new members who
ments, even if only passably well
have fulfilled the requirements of
zine in his usual chatty, informal,
revival
of
what
was
originally
.exare invited to attend the Band
two chemistry cjourses, and to
and highly entertaining style. >
which meets at 4:00 Tuesday and
make plans for the Chemistry Club
Mr, Graves' present address is clusively a man's art.
Thursday, and the Orchestra which
the Birmingham Age-Herald, in The program, potentially a banquet. The banquet will be on
meets at 7:15 Tuesday and ThursCommittees For
Birmingham, Alabama. He was dance drama, vividly outlines epi- Saturday, November 12, at 6:30
day nights. These is need for more
born in Rome, Ga., in 1892 and sodes in American history from o'clock at .Ennis Coffee Shop for
the initiation of the new members
Golden Slipper
players in all sections.
has college degrees without end.
the time of the Spanish conquer- and in honor of the homecoming
His career has been varied enough
Those who are interested in privContest
Named
for the most exacting from his ors in Mexico to ,the present. Rhy- alumnae. All members of the"
ate lessons would be interested in
participation in the war in the thms' of more primitive days, Chemistry club see Louise Stanley
the fact that soon class lessons on Plans are going forward for the
forty-ninth infantry, his entrance dances of religious fanaticism, sport in the chemistry office before
individual instruments will > be m uch discussed and long antici
,
/
themes, modem subjects done with Thursday,
given. Those who wish to learn any p a t e d ( G o l d e n Slipper contest, Sara to the bar in Washington, D. C.
At
8:15
Dr.
Charles
Carpenter,
biting humor and satire, and the
particular instrument should get
..-.•,..• in 1920, his marriage in 19(31, to
McDowell, President of College his. winning the Middle Atlantic great abstract composition "Kin- technical director of the Herty
in touch with Mr. Meek to take Government, announces. The con- Tennis Championship of 1924, In
Foundation -Laboratory, -will,-* ,U1'U; etic
Molpai"
are
to
be
presented
on
advantage of the class lessons at a test will be held on Thursday night 1925-26 he was with the Palm
year*
at Ennis Recration .Hall.
this program.
taking
hev
reduction from the regular private November 17,. in the Russell Audi- Beach. Tribune. "
of the student body ar
lesson tuition.
program is being sponsor-- cordially invited ','"•
torium. The sophomores had.,3, .Jki .addition ^r^.Gr§yes i c J jiaS; , r This 116
;i
;
:;
iCifel'i
Entertainment1 Commit;-' addre^sP «w$i Liringen of the His',",'ftj'embeys'serious'" in'' th£ir'J irfte^f ^e.eflnl " seyeral weeks agpyr.and/ , writto,^c,l«?ng M*%}P% -W^llr^n,p.wn
1
to. help:the G a V ^ ^ C o l l e g e 1 ^ ^hdse'priBsettt'signed up to work on novels, essays, economic reviews, tee but wa"s not onecof: the •.original:'! J:All>bstttdfin1^t will speak to the
tvytobcrimref,[ip o n Monday and
the"' various '•'co'mmittees coricWriefl' sh^i^koft'e^^^nd^deiMJ^rnon^ •programs of the coneert'\series< smdY
1
!
jJ
i
, fe,
due
to
the
fact
that)it!
will
fee
ovst
in;itbeM\;iN0vember 7-8 on some
wlt'hP the-'production, .but^ihere mi&i* kre " <Twr B^bble $ ^h'e
(
1
•arid
above
the
budg<*tAtrl©re
ivwiWi
MVfce^'topic in World Affairs. Dr.
ed'to bear i^ miM'\ffitit^fari-atl- 'Have b1^nWfurther meetings' W- 'Srletf^lrie^ky]" 'antf " f e BobK
te;
vBrftall
admissions,iTjekeMwiUs
<E*ufc/ringen has been attending the
a
of
A
l
a
b
a
m
a
^
f
a
l
^
c
r
StftfH^tKfr
tendance not only-harmY'tnVbr*
go
on
sale
around
the
eighteenth
sifftherin
Historical Association in
ganization but jeopardizes their The Senior class officers are to latter a very recent one published
of
this
month.,
l(few Orleans, La.
in 1935.
i
(Continued on Page Seven)
chances for a fine award also.
i
:
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Movie Editorial
In the handbook for this year, it is stated
that it is permissable for movie' dates . to accompany girls back to the campus on week
nights, provided the girls dismiss the aforesaid
dates immediately upon their arrival at their
own front door. Recently the privilege has been
retracted because of abuse of the rule. The girls,
it seems,- were quite willing to dismiss dates
at the door immediately upon their arrival. The
arrival was delayed, however, and a circuitous
route was taken back to the campus in preference to the more direct one.
Those who think that the privilege was
•withdrawn with a bit too much haste evidently
• do not. know' the history of the rule. That the
statement was in the handbook at all was a
mistake. It was never passed on by the Executive Committee, but when il appeared Dean
Adams thought that instead of nullifying it
then and there, it might as well be given a trial,
since a number of students had been howling
for it for quite awhile. Some of the girls weren't
able to take the privilege without abusing it,
and therefore, it was, without further ado, retracted.
If the dormitories would formulate some
feasible plan whereby the privilege could be
-granted without widespread infraction on the
rule, it is quite probable that the Executive Committee would consider it favorably. The people who make use of the privilege wpuld of
course have- to assume responsibility, both individually and as a group, which is obviously
tha only way the rule can be established successfully againConsidering it abstractly, the privilege is desirable. If the privilege is not granted young
men will have to be dismissed in the lobby <
of the movie, which will cause a certain amount
of loitering at best, and also a situaMon which
isn't altogether normal. Even at home a girl is
not permitted to meet a.young man at the movie
and leave him there. In most homes it is an
unwritten law that young men call for and
escort their dates back to their home.
The conclusion is, therefore, that if the few
who have been interpreting the rule a bit too
loosely would only see the situation as stated
and be willing to assume personal responsibility, the very desirable1 privilege could be regranted.

To Those Who Read
Collegiate Prattle
In reply to a letter dated October 25 and
signed An Interested Reader, an explanation
is called for and will be forthcoming. The Interested Reader;—thank heaven we have some—
asks "Why no jokes in the last issue of the
Colonnade?" She goes on to say: "It seems to
be that. Collegiate Prattle is a part of the paper
for the enjoyment of the student body, while
other columns merely mention the same upperclassmen every week. Why can't we have
lumns that are more democratic?"
explanation is simple yet involved.
iwhen there is too much copy for the
le news stories are given preEplumn material, for several reaichr at least, is goo'd. When
IE, something has to be left
\pusi When something is
> used ki a subsequent

issue of the Colonnade, or the type,which is
used in setting it up has to be paid for extraTherefore, in the "interest of slender finances,
Collegiate, Prattle is usually held over until the
next week, because that is the only-column that'
won't get stale from one week's end to the
next. Naturally, whenever possible, we try to
make the copy come out eren, but that is sometimes impossible, especially when a news story
comes in at the last minute.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
•Dear Editor: •
May suggest a change in the method of
elections held on the campus? Last week an
election of freshmen officers was held; it took
approximately two hours, and there were only
two officers elected. Using this method there is
much time wasted. Nominations were, made in
a very unsystematic way.
I suggest that \ we have; 'qualified candidates endorsed by fifteen or twenty students;
a. registered voters list, and the. Australian
system of elections, with a. set date and place
for elections.
Sincerely yours,
^

. In order that, the paper might be more
democratic, and that some of the' columns
could contain more news of people other than "the same upperclassmen", people have been
urged time without number to send in contributions. The invitation is again issued. It would
help out the staff who compiles the feature material, as well as increase the reader interest of
the paper, if contributions came in more often
about what is happening here, there, and yonder, round and about the campus.

A FRESHMAN.

Dear Editor:
It seems that ther® is forever and eternally
some remark being made either about the conduct in chapel or the programs in chapel. I think
that both are very closely related to one another.
i

Why Spotlights?

It is compulsory that we go to chapel, and
I think that all should go with the idea of behaving and being respectful to the speaker, but
semetimes it is very hard not to squirm and put
your attention on other things when the program planned is something cut and dried.

"The time has come" again to talk of spotlights. We have never understood exactly the
object ,of the huge beacons commonly associated with gridirons or prison walls but we
have a theory that the spotlight guarding the
privacy of the State Prison Farm was the inspiration. We hate to admit it but we are afraid
that the purpose is an attempt at solving the,
dating problem, and while we own this is an
admirable aim, we don't .exactly like the tactics. The power of suggestion is well-known,
and one glance at those luminary bodies on the
top of each dormitory is all that is needed for
a wealth of suggestion. More often than otherwise, however, the sight of the whole campus
lighted in such a glaring manner for an obvious.
reason is "embarrassing and one feels like
apologizing to a date or visiting friends as at
an insult done both to the date and oneself.

Sincerely,
A JUNIOR.

QUOTABLE QUOTES
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
'
"Let us see what we can do to keep the
light of tolerance, justice and free pursuit of
learning burning throughout this year-" Barnard
College's Dean Virginia C. Gildersleeve sets a
broad goal for today's college students.

- Besides the psychological disadvantages,
the appearance of the campus is certainly not
enhanced by the spotlights. The natural, quiet
beauty that is so evident and so a part of -the
whole atmosphere during the day is completely
destroyed by the harsh glare of the spotlight
at night. And besides—the bright lights make
awfully dark shadows!

"No matter what'your grades are, you still
have a chance. Grades, after all, are only an
• indication of what a student is learning from
his courses." A. J. Purvis, Adrian College, gives
a condoling pat-on-the-back to those who never
staad at the head of the class.
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"Men and women tempered-by' four years
of exposure to distinterested scholarship are
less likely to fall victims to mass. hysteria, to
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HUMAN TUNING FORK
NORMAN, Okla. —(ACP) —Take it from
Marjorie Lou Siebs, being a human tuning fork
is no funThis University of Oklahoma co-ed, one of
the few humans in the world who has the rare
gift of absolute pitch, can identify vibratory
tones 'and translate them into correct musical
notes—but her ability often" causes her to groan •
at concerts, for she can detect the slightest offkey notes.
Few of the singing "greats" satisfy Miss
Siebs' ear. Lily Pons M sharps quite often," but
Grace Moore "doesn't have much trouble with
her tone quality." Miss Siebs' perfect ears for
music like Lawrence Tibbett best, but they don't
think Bing Crosby is any "panic."

It Looks
From Here
Editor's Note: Dr. Hoy Taylor's
series of articles have been discontinued due to his absence. This
week's article has been written
by Miss Helen Greene.
Both newspapers and magazines, from.the intellectual group
By Pineh Hiller
Both newspapers and magazines,
from the intellectual group like
the Yale Review and Atlantic to
the pre-digested, Saturday Evening Post, are featuring articles on
the phenomenon of old-age pressure groups in U. S. Politics. Not
the baby but Grandpa and Grandma are now being courted by the,
candidate for public office, from
rockribbed New Englanders to
adventurous Californians. The
"Scrip-Tease" plan advocated by
Sheridan Downe in California has
assumed such proportions, in fact,
that after he won the Democratic
nomination for Senator away from
the President's "good friend" McAdoo, popular reaction seems about
to give the actual election to the
Republican candidate who has not
promised the oldsters quite such a
generous deal as "Thirty dollars
every Thursday. For some time
now sociologists and census-takers have been telling us that our
population was aging continually,
and that presently the predominance of youth in America's people
would disappear. It seems that
suddenly this fact is of importance
to all men's daily lives,, for the
elderly are being roused by clever
leaders to see their political power,
and are demanding a share of the
total income that may well be
horrifying to the. taxpayers.
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Indian Lore
Discussed By
Mrs. Beeson
Mrs. J. L. Beeson gave a very
interesting talk Wednesday evening on "Indians of Georgia" at the
Scribbler's Club meeting in Beeson Recreation hall. The Literary
Guild, the English faculty and the
Social Science faculty were the
guests of the club for the talk as
well as the refreshments which
were served afterwards in an informal social hour. Martha Stevens, president of the Scribbler's
club introduced the speaker, who
is the wife of our Dr. Beeson, of
the Chemistry department and
former president of GSCW.

Henie, Rainer and Davis
Movie Double Winners
Author of Empire

Campus and State Show
Widespread Interest

The Jesters announce final result of the movie-star "double"
contest. , North (Atlanta), South (Savannah) and Middle Georgia (Milledgeville) won out when it was announced by The Jesters
that the three winners in the movie-star contest-won are termed
vie-star contest were; SophomoreNedralind Hellbrueck (Atlanta)
who posed as Sonja Henie; SeniorCallie Morris (Savannah) who
posed as Luise Rainer; and Fresh-man Isabelle Edwards (Milledgev
ille) who posed as Bette Davis.
The Jesters are "walking c n air" at the wide spread interest
which was manifested both on the
Mrs. Beeson traced particularly
campus, out in the state and from
the lives of the families of two
the newspapers. The Atlanta Jourvery wealthy Cherokees, James
nal carried pictures of all 12 of
Vann a"nd Charles iHicks. Both
the students who won out in the
were strong, tall, quiet men (except
first elimination as bearing
when they were drunk), typically
enough resemblance to some star
Indian. The wife of James Vann,
to pose for a picture. The AssociaThrough unusually good fortune tion Press telegraphed for perMargaret Vann, was the first
the Library Committee recently mission to "pick up" the pictures
Christian convert from this group,
was able to purchase some rare for their state service—which was
as a'result of her moving near
books and volumes of- magazines, granted. Hilda Fortson—Jester
the i Moravian missionaries at
dating as early as the eighteenth president—stated that she had reSpring Place for protection and
and nineteenth centuries. Perhaps ceived a letter from a Public ReMISS EMILY WOODWARD
security upon the death of her husthe
most interesting from a cur- lations Counsel in Atlanta which
band.
rent viewpoint, is an old geography relayed "news" to Eastern papers,
dated 1818, long before such asking for full information about
"I have seen some of their Miss Woodward
thriving towns as LaGrange, and the contest and pictures of three
homes—in facfc all of the homes of Discusses
others had come into existence. who appeared in the-Journal—
the rich principal chiefs that are
still in existence, and they are Forum Purpose
Copies of Pope's translation of Henie, Rainer, and Davis—which,
beautiful, and as luxurious for
the letter stated—were so remarktheir time as any of ours", Mrs. Miss Emily Wodward, one time the "Iliad" and the "Odessey" ably "like" the "stars" whom they
Beeson continued. She further ex- editor of the Vienna, Ga., daily were acquired, published in 1726, represented. This, as well as complained that this historic territory newspaper, and later founder of also several early volumes of ments heard from the students, the
is between Dalton and Knoxville, the Institute of Georgia Press As- Swift published in his lifetime (the faculty, and the town, supports the
Tennessee, and told of one little sociation spoke to upperclassmen eighteenth century). There is a final decision of the judges. It
Moravian chapel mot far from in chapel' Thursday, November 3, four volume copy of "Peregrine would be interesting to know that
Daltpn which was standing during on some of the purposes of the Pickle"—a second edition, and the three winners received the
the lifetimes of some of the in- forums which she is promoting. four volumes of National Gallery highest rating of the eight judges
(1835-36) containing beautiful
California is noted a*s the home habitants of that section, and was Miss Woodward is making a tour steel engravings of prominent in the first elimination contest.
The pictures made had to be the
to various towns and schools Americans of the period.
of the crackpots, many of whom used for a courthouse.
decisive factor and again the
throughout the state in an effort
are people of Midwest backgrounds
Perhaps the rarer volumes are judges were proven right.
to
develop
positive
social
attitudes
who in their old age have sought
She was at Waynesboro the pre- the bound copy of "The Subscripa "place in the sun" to retire to.
ceding night and in Cochran tion to American Museum" dated The 12 first winners were enFlorida likewise has a large pro- S. E. L Delegates
Thursday night. In addition to this 1792, and,, "The Portfolio" dated tertained at a theatre party on.
portion of the aged and retired in
work, she writes editorials for 1811. These old magazines are de- Thursday of l#st week by the
its population, "it is to be expect- Attend Meet
weekly papers in various parts of voted chiefly to biography, science, Campus—which was co-sponsor
ed that some political courting of In Atlanta
criticism, and poetry. They are and the Jesters. Mrs. Hines pre'the state.
this element would be going on
extremely amusing, in the light
there. It is not so ordinary a mat- There was a meeting of the "At one time women had only of modern inventions and dis- sented to each of the 12 a copy
ter, however, to see all three .Re- Southeastern Library Associa- to be women—now they must be coveries, especially the scientific of her book "Treasure Album of
(Continued on Page Seven)
publican congressmen-elect in tion at- the Biltmore Hotel in At- citizens," Miss Woodward said, ex- notes, made long before the rapid
Maine pledged to a form of this lanta, Georgia last week-end. plaining to the students that they advance in science began.
mania, and to find the young Hen- Three-hundred and eighty librari- cannot ignore the responsibility Included . in the collection are
ry Cabot Lodge whose name is a ians and many well known au- that modern problems present to some rare and interesting child- Swearingen
synonym of Massachusetts con- thors of today were present. Misses everyone. She further explained ren's books, and Lady Mary Wort- Featured On
servatism making a trade with Ann Pfeiffer, Katherine Glass, and that the Forums which she spon- ley Montague's letters dated 1769,
the Townsendites. Nor is it reas- Austelle Adams represented G. S. sors attempt to break down dis- seven years after her death. She Chapel Program
suring to see the Conservative C. and the Peabody High School. interest in social problems in a is remembered as the lady who
democratic way, encouraging free, traveled extensively and jilted The Music Department will be
Democrat D. W. Clark in Idaho
Harry
Lee,
Evelyn
Hanna,
Munbut calm, thoughtful speech. The Alexander Pope.
in charge of the Chapel program
nominated for the Senate) on a lefthanded endorsement of a scheme ro Lief, Rosa B. Knox, Daniel forums go into each county in the A representative of the. Univer- on Noverber 9. A trio consisting
Hicky,
Anderson state and try to discover the roots
like f'Thirty Dollars Every Thurs- Whitehead
sity of Chicago Press, recently of Melba Rackley, a junior who
Scruggs,
Mrs.
Elvirah
Garner,
Mrs. of the problems found there.
day" though less definite in plan.
visiting the campus, complimented formed the trio, Harriett Chick,
This is a group movement that Christine Govan, Jonathan Daniels,
the library upon securing these a sophomore, and Dorothymae
"European
countries
are
fightand
Tjerial
Hess
were
some
of
the
leaps the barriers of party alignunusual and, in some cases, rare Burge, a freshman, Will sing. Their
program consists of the followment, as testified by its appear- outstanding authors and guest ing for things we throw away volumes.
ing numbers: "Spanish Gardens",
ance in widely differing localities speakers who were at the meet- every day",' Miss Woodward coning.
cluded.
Indian Love Call", "Pale Moon,"
—Alabama, Tennessee, Washingsaid that the purpose of the club and "Loves Dream."
ton, Texas, Arkansas, Florida, Jonathan Daniels, author of "A
was more for a social hour and The trio was formed last year
Georgia, Pennsylvania, North Southerner Discovers the South",
for the enjoyment of working to- with Hortense Fountain as one of
Carolina, Oklahoma, • Louisiana, delivered a very interesting speech String Club
gether than a class.
North Dakota, Connecticut. Al- comparing Henry Grady to Thomits members. Since Hortense did
Is
Formed
On
Not having planned a program not return to school this year*
ready in difficulties because of as Wolfe. An interesting feature
for the meeting, the members Dorothymae Burge is taking her.
the drain of pensions on all State of the meeting was a< Children's Campus
spent the hour in playing Christ- place.
revenues, Colorado has' gone fur- Book Fair, and at a dinner held
ther than the preliminary stages for this occasion, prominent chil- The String Ensemble Club met mas carols. ,
and is now asking Federal help dren's authors discussed books for Wednesday afternoon in Miss The officers of the club are as Dr. Mack Swearingen of the Hisfollows: Doris Hendricks, • presi- tory Department will speak to the
in her financial predicament. Over children.
Horsbrugh's studio,
100 congressmen have felt com- Margaret Mitchell was awarded The club is a branch of the dent-, Josephine Bone, vice-presi- student body on Monday and
pelled to endorse a bill to give the Memorial Medal«for making Federated Music Clubs. Their dent, Joyce Roberts, secretary'' and Tuesday, November 7-8 on some
current topic in World Affairs. Dr.
Federal pensions to all aged, under the most outstanding contribu- plans now are to . go to Atlanta treasurer.
a plan much like the Utopian Town tion to southern literature; during at an early date and meet with Anyone who can play a string Swearingen has been attending the
instrument and is interested may Southern Historical Association in
send scheme, which will come up the past two years by Carl Ba- other clubs of Georgia.
New Orleans, La.
join
the club.
The president, Doris Hendricks,,
(Continued on Back Pace),
(Continued on Back Page)

Library Buys
Rare, Valuable
Old Volumes
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Reviews of Current Books

Stories by ScdndaUight^

Profound and astounding as it fast. So they took him to the door
all may seem, I've been putting and gently set the little fellow
MARION ARTHUR, Literary Editor
great thought lately on something down and continued to wonder if
he was a perfect friend, sharing all her ideals, of a philosophy of life. And this he found his roost.
MEMO OF TIMOTHY SHELDON
dreams, and problems.
One pot of coffee on that same
is what I've been thinking to myMARION SIMS
Realizing these common interests, Duncan self: "You Can't Take It With trip was exceptionally good. So
Reviewed b y Panke Knox
.proposed to Lynn. Like'an y worrian wishing You", so ifyou want to grate on- good, in fact that most of the
"But I have learned once and for all that you to have her cake and eat it too, Lynn request- ions, grate onions, and if you don't party innocently gulped two, three
and I are not two people; we are the halves of ed him to wait for his answer, for strangely want to write a column, well, and even four of the mugs full.
a single individual. Between those halves there enough she told him, "It may seem incredible who's to make you?" The answer while most every body was un•will always b e a conflict of desires and person- in view of my behavior, but Tim's happiness is is: plenty of people, plenty of hor- comfortable in the state of ultra
alities', just as I have known conflict within my- more important to me than' yours or mine. You rid people like editors. I'm go- fullidity", one or two of the more
self; as you no doubt have known conflict within see, I'm responsible for his.",
ing to have to meet a dead line fortunates announc-'l with utter
Upon her return, Lynn found Tim unusually two days ago, so you see the time lack of tact and consideration that
your self.
But I cannot separate myself from you—any- irritable because of business qonditions. Several, element is involved in a vmrry Eleanor's comb dropped and was
more than I can separate the halves of my own times she wavered and after Tim's light flirta- peekoolyar confusion; this is ex- boiled in the coffee.
being. And mindful of that, I shall henceforth tion at a seashore house- party, she wired Dun- cuse for what may or may not
Dot Peacock was struggling with
can to come. That night Tim had an automobile' follow.
remain, I promise you,
a blanket trying to fold it the Outaccident. During those hours fraught wkh anxiety
Faithfully yours,
For those who heard or heard ing Club way when she was heard
Lynn
knew that'her decision would.be for her about the broadcast of H. G. Wells to say to herself: "If this blanket
LYNN
Thus does Marion Sims close her trite duty, regardless of ker feelings toward Duncan. story on last Sunday afternoon. comes undone I'll cuss a blfte
The days following Duncan's departure, and The dramatization (for those who streak"—it did—"Oh my goodstory of the eternal triangle. As every reader
expects, the fine wife chose her husband rather Tim's convalescence were filled with a peace haven't heard or hetetrd about it) ness".
1han the man she loves. However, the novel unknown to Lynn since she first knew Duncan. was presented in the form of news
Mrs. Beeson, while speaking to
is made readable b y the forcefulness of Mrs. Then Tim, in his unpredictable way, forced the flashes 'concerning an invasion the Literary Guild and Scribbler's
Sim's writing. By this power alone, she makes issue, for h e told her, as had .another friend, from Mars! One kind loving moth- Wednesday night said several
a best seller from an ordinary pulp maga- "You've been sweet and kind, but sometimes I've er, fearing the end was at hand funny little things, I recall this
felt like nothing I did could irritate you; like your called Mrs. Christian to put her one: She said some Indian cemezine novel.
This novel is presented „in the form of a mind was somewhere else.'. ."At that moment, daughter on the next bus home. I tery was "about half .the size of'
long letter written over a period of time, by Lynn Lynn knew that her role as noble martyr was think i-t was Mrs. Martin who re- this rec hall—well, maybe not
Sheldon to her husband. Its .purpose was more unfitting, and, with neither regret nor a back- marked: "To be expected of the quite as half."
to clear up her own troubled emotions than to ward glance, she said farewell forever to Dun- present generation—a play by play
Miss Neese went all over Milcan.
justify her behavior to Timothy. .
destription of judgment day."
lodge viMe the other day with one
Days after the reconciliation Lynn finishes Last week-end while a group of shoe of one kind and the other •£
Because her husband, Tim, lacked her appreciation for the beauty of the moi*itains,.Lynn the letter, which sh« plans to bum,. with the seniors were at Lake Laurel minus another—a pump'and a sport oxSheldon went to Atamont alone. Instead of the summary oi' what the summer has taught her a caretaker—excepting Miss Ley-' ford. She wasn't being initiated
.quiet vacation she usually had, Lynn found of marriage.
hye, of course, severs! f unny things or anything, she's jnst like the
this one full of all the disturbing elements
Although the problem of duality of human took place. To begin with there absent minded professor who
passible. Duncan Rhodes, another visitor to Al- nature is too old to make an outstanding novel, were several girls ambling leieurely dreamed he was teaching' a class
tamont, w a s the perfect complement to her Read it over the week-end if you want a novel about in the back' yard. So, quite and woke up and ne was.
personality. Charming, boyish, intelligent, am- of marriage problems, but don't waste valuable naturally, under cover of night Somebody Mas estimated tiais probitious—all these described Duncan. To Lynn, time- on it.
they heated water, caujght a chick- gressive education, as it is
en, and brought kim inside to de- strangely, called tbusly:
cide the quickest and most pain- • Teacher: Claudie Rose, what is a
less (to themselves) death they Brain?
Steinbeck's "Long Valley"
"Fox In The Cloak" b y Harry Lee tist and his effort to create his could administer. This really had
Scholar (age 15, cutting out umthe
possibilities
of
a.
good
story,
brellas
because it's Apsil): I don't
unique
idea
of
beauty,
an>d
the
Reviewed b y Evelyn Davis
.Reviewed b y Kathryn Tetter, '38
because
the
various
steps
of
the
know.
conservation of conventional somurder and' the disposing of eviTo say that this is the best book
Once upon a time there was a ciety. Neil's seemingly futile striv- dence had been carefully assigned. Teacher (stream of consciousness). Well, now Claudie Rose has
'I've ever read would be too broad Spartan boy who stole a fox, hid ing to achieve the thing that is But this is the way it tamed out: no buain, she has had no'contact
a statement, and to call it merely- it beneath his cloak and bore the right for him is symbolic of the The seniors melted and ran allwith one, she has no reason for
one of the best would not be suf- intense pain of the beast gnawing feeling we all have when restrain- humane, they got real attached to knowing what a brain is, I cannot
:
ficient, but to avoid being called at his flesh rather than suffer the ed by conventionalities from doing the startled fowl (as if they hadn't demerit her for what she has no
learned to crawl in a chicken pen) reason to know—"very go~od,
too rabid an enthusiast, I will call shame of his misdeed.
the things which are eight for us.
and refused to lay a brutal hand Claudie Rose, you make ®ne hunit one of the very best.
The fact that in the end of the on>him even if it did spell break- dred."
Remember this ancient fable?
"The Long Valley," is the valley It is the theme of the gifted story Neil gives up a steady inof the Salina River in Central young Harry Lee's novel. In "Fox come, and even his passionate love
California, and the characters who
move through the book are allin the Cloak" the desire to ereate for beautiful, but superficial
people who live out their lives in •is the fox which Neil Glass, the Gena, brings to light the true
"Where did you get that hat!" ered into a silver ring worn over
and around the Salines River Val- hero, holds in his cloak, daring genius in his character.
helpless
males have moaned for the wrist.
ley. They do jnot live beautiful- not to let it go, even though this
There
is
a
sameness,
in
several
years—and years and years. But
To -go with their mad millinery,
well-ordered lives like the ma- same desire destroy him.
it takes more than a male moan, Hollywood stars are buying new
parts
of
the
book,
but
perhaps
it
chine-like characters in many
books, and they do not all "live
This portrait of a young artist is is this repetition of small inci- as every man inevitably learns, to handbags, preferably ones in pehappily ever after" But though compared by some critics to thedents and conversation which intimidate Women in the throes culiar geometric shapes with odd
there, is a harsh reality in theyoung life of Jean Christophe, and makes the life of Neil Glass so of a new fad. She just looks down gadgets masquerading as zipper
her nose at him, remarks crush- "pulls". Joan's favorite "pull" is
book, there is not the" sordid elestarkly realistic.
even
though
the
two
are
so
enkigly that he "knows simply noth- a small gold bell which she swears
ment . so. evident in "Of Mice and
Men". Under the restrained but tirely different, there are to be One cannot but feel that many ing about fashions. . .but nothing!" rings in A flat! Anne Shirley atrevealing portrayal by the author, found some similarities. The same of Neil's reactions to life are-partly And the moan is silenced, if not tached an outlandish silver idol
to the zipper of her best handbag.
Mary Teller and Peter Randale desire to express beauty through autobiographical. Harry-Lee is the convinced.
become people you know and reco- art, the frustrations of environ- son of Edna Lee, fashion editor of
Which should give you an idea.
This
winter
hapless
males
can
the
Atlanta
Journal.
Although
in
gnize.
Pick your own gadget, fasten it
ment, the drunken father, ' the his early twenties, he has a wife prepare for the worst. Millinery to your handbag, change, these
To review all fourteen of thequality of sympathy in the mother and baby.
has reached a new high (or should "pulls" for variety.
stories would be too tedious and and his teacher Cofault, , from
we say low,?) in absurdity. And the And if you really want change,
When interviewed or* the radio, Screwball" Motif now includes
boring a process, but there are
buy a satchel bag, swing it from
some which seem to stand out, whom he receives much of thethe author described his work as every accessory: shoes, gloves, a. chain looped round your waist,
although each story possesses a same encouragement and com- "the story of the struggle of adoles- handbags, even jewelry.
medieval chotalaine style.
distinction of its own that : makes panionship that Jean received from cence to attain maturity in a comAnd you can turn grandpa's colOut in Hollywood, where sartomercial environment";. E M conit worth the reading.
his grandfather. •
rial insanities rule even in thelection or old coins into clips—or
tinued:
sanest years, the gals ( have de- bracelets or necklaces. Ginger
"The Chrysanthemums" is a
The setting is contemporary At"I
have
i
tried
to
write
about
clared a fashion field day. Any- Rogers did.
character sketch of Eliza Allen lanta, although one need not know
i
people whom we all know; the sort thing goes.
who f'could stick anything in the
In another- reversion to the Vicanything about Atlanta, to ap- of people who make up the great
ground and make it grow,!' parGinger Rogers is experimenting torian, the girls are going in. for
ticularly chrysanthemums which preciate this moving story, as'the anonymous middle class of Amer- with hats. At last she says they're hatpins—silver slivers tipped with
icans. I have tried to picture their hats. They're worn on the head.
are an obsession with her.
<; appeal is universal.
flowers or Jewels, gold affairs with
hopes and struggles and defeats, Her favorite is a peaked toque,
Mary Teller likes flowers, too, ,, The plot is concerned with the and their bewilderment, before a the folds gathered into a silver a shower of dangling hearts or
:
masks or. dogs, or what is your
] (ConWntted on rater Scrcn)
eternal struggle between the ar- complex civilization."
ring on her crown< There's a
(Continued on back p»ie)
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Column

Alumnae Corner

Cabinet will meet next Monday
What have some of our alumnae
night
at
8:00
and
Cynthia
Maldone? Well... . .
5:00—6:00
lory
will
continue
leading
the
disAnnie Lou Maxwell, '23, con5:00—6:00
cussion of religious philosophy and
tinued her studying at the Par5:00-6:00 take up "Jesus and his Points of
sons School of Fine and Applied
5:00—6:00 Emphasis." An especially interestArt, New York City. She studied
5:00—6:00 ing meeting was held last week
one year abroad, was a teacher of
5:00—6:00 (when there was no Colonnade to
Art for some years at G. S. C. W.,
5:00—6:00 break the news to the world) in
and was an interior decorator with
5:00—6:00 which "God" was discussed. So
Bertha Schaeffer in New York.
many
varying
opinions
were
offBess Neely, '27, also attended the
5:00—6:00
ered
as
to
his
character
and
per-'
Parsons
School of Fine and Applied
5:00—6:00
sonal
interest
inindividuals
that'
Art; She spent one year in study
4:00
abroad and taught at G. S. C. W.,
All hours the group accomplished very litthe Grand Central Art School, New
7:00—8:00 tle besides collecting opinions.
Miss Helen Green talked to the
York, and in Washington in. a
The Tennis Club members have neon, second round Monday noon, Industrial Relations group last
private school.
several interesting plans for theand the final time will be an-week on International Labor OrKate Parker (Mrs. Wilbur) Vinyear which they hope to carry otat nounced. Come with the rest of ganizations. Mr. Oakey talked
son, '13, has studied at Peabody,
in their truest form. The courts GSCW students to sae these to the Personal Relations group*
California, Columbia, Vanderbilt,
are being repaired in prepara- matches!
on Fears and Prejudices. Louise
New School of Social Research,
tion for use by the club members
Beginner's Golf
Stanley's and Anna La Boon's
New York City; has. taught at G.
in SKILL IMPROVEMENT. All Beginners in' golf will meet on freshman groups visited this com- MARGARET MEADERS, '26, is S. C. W., in the National Uniold members are urged to be pres- Friday t afternoon of each week. mittee, besides a fairly large at- new Alumnae Secretary, filling versity
and American High
ent or they will be dropped from This group has been practicing tendance of upper classmen at both
School in Manila, Philippine Island,
Mrs. Hardy's vacancy.
the club after three consecutive using the driver. They will mext of the committees. The World
and has traveled in practically all
•absences. • ' '
learn ]o distinguish the irons and Community group under Marion
parts of the world. Folklore was the
At the last meeting of the gen- then learn the use of eaok iron Arthur met this week.
center of her interest for many
oral board ojf the Recreation As* club. "These beginners are show- The last two meetings of Sophoyears. She has lectured and writsociation, the Tennis Club presi- ing much improvement", says Am- more Commission have been plenten along these lines. She has pubdent, Belle Hale, discussed the mie Ree Penn, manager. As soon ary business sessions/ Commislished a series of stories used in
possibility of having a profession- as they learn fundamentals of golf sion has started 'setting Christrrfdfc
the Reading Text-books in the
al tennis player to demonstrate on they wMl begin actual playing at cards,' stationery,- and collecting
Philippines.
the GSCW campus this spring. the Nesbit course. Newcomers are Y pledges. We would like to urge
Marie Cole, '13, who following
•Such a demonstration would prove u>«ged to participate and learn that everyone pay their pledges
her
graduation from G. S. C. W.
Mattilee Stapleton, editor of the
very interesting to all slub menv fundamental strokes and. techni- when the girls come for them, or
attended the Atlanta Law School,
bers and tennis fans everywhere ques. Join in the fun. Remember as aoon as possible thereafter, since Spectrum, and Betty Donaldson, studied at Peabody College, taught
editor of the Colonnade, left Wedon ths campus.
the. time, Friday at five! Meet on it is no small tesk t© collect all
wesday, Nov. 2 for Cincinnati, Ohio, at Carlton, Ga., Greensboro, N.
campus in front of Bell.
of them and it will save a great whe»e,they attended the Associated C, and Lynchburg, Tenn., is now
CoiiHion Club
Folk Dance
deal of time and strength if the Collegiate Press Convention. The connected with the Trust Co. of
At the last meeting of Cotillion
It is ©ften quite difficult to limit rounds only have to be made once. convention began Nov. 3 and lasted Atlanta.
Club, new officers were elected
the column space when writing
The Vesper prog-ram last Sunday through Saturday, Nov. 5. DeleNina Vox, '11, formerly of Ashto succeed Frances Wilkie and
about the activities of the Folk consisted of music and poetry. This gates, particularly editors of colege burn, Ga., is superintendent of
Mary Blanche Johnsdn.- The new
Skill Club 'because >they are al-Sunday Dr. Rogers will speak on newspapers, magazines, or year- Schools, Turner County, Geor<?:a.
•officers "are Marion Ward, Presiways full of new ideas.
Peace and War.
books, were welcomed from all Agnes Ellen Harris, '02; is Dean
dent, Gainesville sophomore, and
At the meeting of this group on
The Freshman Discussion groups over tne United States, enroll? of Women, University of Alabama,
Effie Thompson, sophomore from
Wednesday evening, the Ukran- have decided to meet every other ment exceeding last year's record University, Ala.
••
Winder, Secretary and Treasurer.
ian dance "Kolomyjka" was prac- week. Last Wednesday night each of five hundred, which represented
Ruth
Burns,
'24,
is
an
Attorney•Aside from learning new steps
'tioed; after which needles, thread, group elected its president, who 150 schools.
at-Law in Sandersville, Ga.
during the quarter, the group is
scissors, and crayons were produc- will serve as a member of FreshMary Frances Ray, '32, is with
planning a formal dance to be
The program for Thursday, the the Juvenile Court, Columbus,
ed and works of art issued forth. man council.
held in the new gymnasium at
Under the direction of Miss
Dr. Destler of Statesboro and first day, included tours of theGa.
some time during the winter sesKatherine Colvin, the 'club is mak- Charles Hamilton of Mississippi city during the registration hours
sion. This is an event to which
Mildred Gould, '04, is head of the
ing ladders for its folk costumes, have accepted places to speak on from 9:00 a. m. to 6:00 p. m. In
"these-dancers have been looking'
English
department; Womens Coland are creating designs for. the our Institute of Human' Relations the afternoon the first address
forward for quite a while.
lege
of
the University of North
"The Rise of Pictorial Journalism"
(Continued on Page Seven)
in January.
was an illustrated one, using sev- Carolina, Greensboro.
Badminton Tournament
Riith Skipper, '30, has written
eral recent March of Time releases,
With the sun reigning at presand was followed that evening by many poems and stories. Some
ent, it is not hard to see why so
an address ef welcome by Daniel of her best-known works are
many Badminton players have
Laurenee, of the University of "Pomes for Quiet Evenings" and
signed up in their respective dorthe novel "Justice to All."
Cincinnati.
mitories to enter the tournament.
Ruth Steed (Mrs. C. E. RobertCelia Craig announces 'that the
Friday was taken up with
son,
'18, was at one time associated
Well, at last the men on this squeling constantly. The Y was roundtable meetings for the most
tournament will begin this week.
with the Little Theatre group'in
The first round will end Friday campus have one victory to their ably represented by Miss Mallory, part. A convention banquet was
Miami, Fla. Later Ruth went into
credit as far as the women are who in the face of a crisis simply given at 7:30 p. m. and a dance
(Continued on Back Page)
at 10:00 p. m.
concerned. Last Thursday after- stood. "Butch" also helped the
Roundtable discussions were
noon they took tine women of the ladies by serenely crossing the again held on Saturday morning
faculty on for a volley-ball game, men's Gourt at any moment he hap- until 11:00 a, m., when the final
and after many close calls and pened to want to.
convocation was given by Raymond
mis-haps carried off the game In spite of all this and Miss An- Clapper on "Confessions ., of a
Mary Miller was .elected vice- with a 42 to 34 victory.
drews scientific shots, the ladies football game between that unipresident and Eleanor Wheeliss
just couldn't keep Lady Luck on versity and Ohio Wesleyan," which
marked the close of the convenFrom the first minute of play their side of the net.
secretary of the Elementary EduMrs. George Wallace, Matron
tion.
cation Club at the club's meeting the game was loaded with spec- Lineups were as follows:
of Mansion Dormitory, spoke to
.'on October 25.
tacular jumps (specialty of Dr. Ladies: Mallory, Andrews, ColThe roundtable discussions were the Commercial Club last TuesThe other offices were filled McGee) hard falls, and much noise.
vin, Marston, Redding, Donald, of three themes: newspapers, mag- day at its second meeting. Betsy
last spring, Runell Burell being' The dynamic serves of Dr. Dawson,
azines, and yearbooks of colleges. Brown, Chairman of the program
Wai'nock, Reddick.
•elected president, and Marion. and the lunging leaps of Mr. Meeks
They weer held in a series—con- committee, introduced the speaker,
Standard treasurer;
brought much laughter from the Men: Rogers,' McGee,' 'Massey, ducted by well-known.teachers of who discussed Retail Credit ExThe club decided that its next female audience. Such phrases as Wynn, Boeson, Sallee, Taylor, Journalism, newspaper men, and change.
meeting should be held on the"He'll pop ' asuspender. button" Dawson, Jordan, Little, Meeks. columnists, and the three forums
There. was an important busifourth Tuesday of November. and "Corrigah volley ball" ..were
were held at the same time. ness meeting before the program
Possibilities of having a page in heard frequently. Dr. Little chewed
Forums were offered for News- at which time the members decided
the Spectrum this year were dis- his tie nervously, and although Dr.
paper Editors, Newspaper Busi- to change the meeting from the
cussed; there was also a discussion Sallee declared this was his first
Straw is something put into ness Managers, Yearbook editors, first Tuesday to the first Thursabout the benefits the club would game, he was as calm as the pro- certain kinds of cloth. Cloth is Yearbook Business Managers, and day in the month. The club dereceive were it to become a memr verbial cucumber.
used in making hats. Hats are Magazine staffs. Also included cided that dues should be fixed at
ber of the Association of Childthose peculiar things balanced on was a newspaper editors short twenty-five cents a quarter. As
\hood Educations Thereo was no
Aided by three students, tne the top of women's heads. There- course, intended to help them meet there was no further business, thefurther business, so the Club ad- women played an exciting game, lore womens hats are the last problems of campus publications meeting was closed by Anza Etilljpurritd.'"
with all tripping each other and straw. • • • ,
(Continued on P»fe Seven)
house, president.
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
MONDAY—Volley Ball
\
Archery
TUESDAY-Volley Ball
;
'
Archery
;
WEDNESDAY—Archery
Volley Ball
'THURSDAY—Social Dancing . /.'
Volley Ball .. A
FRIDAY—Outing Club
'........'...
Beginners Golf
SATURDAY—Hike (Meetf in the Court)
EVERYDAY—Individual Sports
Dancing on Atkinson Roof Garden every night

Editors Attend
Press Meet At
Cincinnati'

Frail Faculty Females
Fall Before Fate

Frills and Ruffles

A-

Elementary Ed.
Club Elects
Officers

Mrs. Wallace
Addresses
Commerce Club

^,;;ms«i*i:

kimmi

M*§$ii®
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Pollegiate Trattk

Seein' the Cinemas

By A. C t P .

A University of Texas mathecareers
Is she thin, Bill?"
' | m e e t g M i s s W e ils, pretty daughter
matics class was recently dismissed time in their successful
"Why she's so thin that when she
I'm gonna. lock the door and
in the middle of the class hour Enrol Flynn and Bette Davis come of an eccentrict inventor, who
drinks tomato juice she looks like because a swarm of bats invaded
through away the. key.
has invented a "death ray'^gun.
to
the local theater Monday« and \IXaS
I'm tired of all these tricks they a thermometer."
tO t h e lOCai Uicaicj. *•*«
invcmcu «
the lecture hall.
\
Tuesday
in
one
of
the
best
sellL
The
G.
S.
C.
W.
girl
writes
home:
h e s c e n e s a r e an action-packed
play on me.
As
soon
as
they
get
the
athletes
Tuesday
in
o
..The
chain'
of events with some of the
I'm gonna seal the window up
Dear Dad:
off
the
gridiron
they
begin
putting
novels
of
the
recent
year,
The
c
t
o
n ^ ^ aviation
- ^
ing
I hope you are well.
with tin
coaches
on
the
pan.-Indiana
I hope mother is well.
So the Juniors can't get in.
Sisters'' by Myron Brinig. The £ ^ ^ ^ g c r e e n > T h e p i c t u r e
University
Daily
Student.
I'm gonna park my school books
I hope sister is well.
leading roles are supported by ^
b e g h o w n Wednesday.
The University of Toledo has
I hope John is well.
right along the curb,
Thursday
brings "Straight, Place,
added four accordions to its foot- Anita Louise and Jane Bryan, as
Hang out a sign, "Please don't
I wish you were here.
the two sisters of Miss Davis.
and Show," starring Richard ArI wish mother was here.
ball band.
disturb."
As readers of. the novel will re len, Ethel Merman, Phyllis Brooks,
University of California scientists
I wish sister was here.
And if I never see a Junior again
with George Barbier, and Willie
have just completed a schedule of ^
^ g t o r y i s conC erned with
I wish John was here.
That's soon enough for me,
Best lending spirited support. The
I wish you would send me some | babies' crying habits during the
I'm gonna lock my door and throw
of ^ ^
toeautiful story opens at one of our biggest
money.
away the key.
early
months of their lives
.
^ ^
race-tracks and before you can say
ir ly months of .neir i ™ .
life in
PEGGY
More than 20,000 balloons w e r ^ V
^
nly ,1the «Hi-yo-histerio" they're off! and
0Only
released at the opening kick-off small Montana town/
the town w e don't mean the horses! Betting
youngest
remains
in
"Does my gown look as though
of the Minnesota-Michigan foottheir.shirts on a bang-tail named
Junior -"I just got a check from ball
it is falling off my shoulders?
dl fracas.
where sheMs born, content,with Piayboy, the Ritzes are even "more
fracas
home."
"No, let's dance."
The University of Cincinnati t h g h u m d r u m existence as the wife surprised than the horse when he
"I'm sorry, but I must go and
Senior—"Pay me the five dol museum
„cniim has acquired
acauired the thighj„-n'.y,nt prosperous
nrnsoerc
thigh of a dull'but
banker romps in — a winner. They then
rearrange it. It's supposed to look
*
-1—i.
yyou owe me, then
lar's
1 Z " ' m n m you the bone of an lee-age eiephant
W decide to keep betting on Playmakes .
8
boy until they are able to retire for
that way."
. " " r - I
m
Case Sehool of Applied Science •of marrying for
^ money
^
aand
n d pop0.
rest of my dream.
life, while Richard Arlen. gambles
has a new 160,000-volt radiosition, and she does well at it as his happiness with lovely Phyllis
graphic machine for the detection
Vaudeville singe*-" And for
she casually changes from one Brooks on the chance that Playboy
of flaws iri metals.
Bonnie Annie Laurie, I'd lay me
Last. week when I blew into
won't win another race in three
Personality led all other qualities husband to another. The oldest months. The result' of the race as
down and die."
Cheyenne I had a nice time with
girl, however, falls in love with
well as the romance will be seen
Listener (rising) - "I* Miss the Hotel Clerk who say to me, in the listing of male assets by
University of New Mexico c®- a charming newspaper man who Thursday.
Laurie in the audience?"
"How did you get here? " I sez.
is possessed of an incurable wan"Just blew in with a load of cat- eds.
"Brpadway Musketeers," starring
First U. S. college course in derlust. She is eventually deserted
tle."
Margaret
Lindsay, Marie Wilson, ,
There are men who smile in the ' He sez, "Where's the rest of quality statistics has been in- by her wandering husband in San
and Ann Sheridan, will be seen
stituted by Massachusetts Institute
evening,
Francisco on the very eve of the Friday. It is the story of three
them?"
of Technology. It will give special
There are men who smile at dawn,
I sez. "Down in the yards,
But the man worthwhile
.attention to-.quality control of great earthquake and fire of 1906. girls brought up in an orphanage,
ain't
as
particular
as
they
are."
Later when the youngest sister's and how their lives become
Is the man who can smile
industrial products.
When both front teeth are gone.
Yale University's "community husband becomes involcved with a strangely interwoven when they
"And to think my mother took chest" ' has raised more than "shady lady," she sends out the meet for a reunion, many years
later. Ann Sheridan, a cabaret
in washing to send me through $350,000
in 16University
.years.
New York"
has a total SOS signal to her two sisters. They singer, marries Margaret Lindsey's
Marriage is an institution.
New York"ofUniversi
come home to help her, and in
college".enrollment
48,000 students.
Marriage is love.
husband when she leaves him for
"Did you do anything to help
Iowa State College scientists helping her, they settle their own
Love is blind..
a handsome wrestler. Gangsters
have devised a new method of
Marriage is an institution for the her?"
kidnap Margaret and her small
"Sure, sent home my laundry." making roquefort cheese, said to affairs.
blind.
Murder and mystery ride the daughter, Janet, in order to colbe the first' commercial process
devised for producing the product skies as "Flight to Fame" brings lect the gambling debt. There is
in the U. S.
"I hear you went through a Hickery, dickery, dock
Charles Farrell back to the Ameri- a dramatic climax when she sacThe Public Works Administra- can screen after, several years rifices her life in order to save
light yesterday and held up traffic." The mouse found a. flask in the
clock.
tion has constructed 500 new build- abroad. The actor is seen as altfer child.
"That's right, handsome, I had
Two drinks of the stuff
ings on campuses of U. S. colleges
on a thin dress."
Made the mouse feel so tough,
and universities.
That he chased all the cats in the
Colby College is constructing the
block.
first functionally-planned college
LOUDER!
campus in this country.
Oooh, darling, losing makes
Third largest library in the U.
my heart thump."
The blonde asked her red- S., Harvard College's Widener
"Swell! Let's start a racket."
headed pal, "Is-Joe still talcing library contains 1,750,00 volumes
lessons from you on the piano?" Michigan was the first state
He: "Who spilled the mustard T h e r €d h e a d laughed, "Oh, no; university to recognize the need
of a museum building to centralize
+w» waffle,
wnfflp. dear?
dear?"
on. this
h e t a k e s t h e m on the sofa now."
the research a n d educational
She: "Oh, John! How could you?
functions of organized scientific
This is lemon pie."
collections.
When a gold digger gets a man
Hunter College in New York
up a tree she usually shakes him City is the largest women's colBlonde—"What animal has nine
lege in the world.
down.
lives?"
.
Brunette—"The beast in my boy
friend."
IUUJWV
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~ ~
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CAMPUS STUFF • By SANDERS

"Wouldn't you say I'm one
hundred per cent beautiful, big
boy?"
"Nope!"
"Say, why not?"
"Well, I can't see one hundred
per cent of you!"
Girls never get anywhere until
they let themselves go.

"Alice, kiss me."
"No!"
"Alice, please kiss me."
"No!"
- '
"Alice, just once."
"Yes."
"Never mind, I just .wanted to
know if you would."

Who's Who
(Continued from Page One)

H.E.A.Holds
Sixth District
Meeting ., •

Dr. Johnson,
Miss Carstens
On Radio Hour

Reconnaissance
Club Elects
Blackwelder

Wells, Taylor
Attend N. C.
Conference

to Rec Board (2), Sophomore
Dr. Guy H. Wells and Dean Hoy
Commission, Secretary RecreaThe Reconnaissance Club, at a Taylor represented G. S. C. W. at
The next GSCW radio, program
tion Association (3), chemistry
The sixth District Home Ecowill
be
given
over
WSB
on
Saturcall meeting Thursday evening, the Southern University Conferclub (3,4) Folk Dance Club (3,4), nomics Association of High Schools
ence, which took place at Duke
Kathryn Blackwelder,
Life Savers Club (1,2,3,4), Health and Colleges held its annual meet- day, November 12 at eleven a. m. elected
University in Durham, North Caroand Physical Education Club (2, ing in the Peabody Auditorium to- Atlanta time and twelve a. m. Mil- treasurer, to fill the vacancy left lina on November 1-3.
3) President of Rec Association day. The main objective of the ledgeville time.
from last quarter.
Dr. Amanda • Johnson, professor
association is.to have all home
(4).
Following its objective of as- YOUR RECREATION
Betty Donaldson—International economics clubs in this district of history, whose history of GeorRelations Club (2,3) Associate edi- affilliated with the state and na- gia is just off the press will be sociation, "Seeing the Geography ACTIVITIES
tor. Colonnade (3), Editor Colon- tional organizations, and to or- interviewed by Mrs. Hines and of Georgia", plans were made for
(Continued from Page Five)
ganize home'economics clubs.in make a short talk. The program, short trips to be taken to various
nade (4)..
Harriett Hudson — Freshman all high schools that have a home as usual will also include musical interesting points at the time set aprons of the costumes. After these
numbers, this time by Miss Anna
class officer, Freshman council, economics department.
designs are finished, the group has
Freddie Carstens, of the music for each regular meeting. The next
Masqueraders (1), Home EconoMiss Jessie McVey opened the
regular meeting will be held at many more interesting plans to
mics club (1), Sophomore Com- meeting by welcoming the students staff and director of the Aeolian
carry out.
Eagle Rock.
mission,
President Sophomore- present. Following this, Mrs. C. B. Glee Club. She will be accompanTenderfoot Club
Standing committee heads were
Class, Jesters (2,3), Elementary McCullar spoke on "Books to In- ied by Mrs. Allen at the piano. The
Education club (2, ,3) President terest the Home Economics Stu- program will be directed by Mrs. also elected: Program chairman, Have you heard about the "litNelle Womack Hines.
Carolyn Robinson, and Member- tle sisters" to the Outing Club?
Junior class, Student Council (2, dent"; New officers for the as3)| Y.W.C.A. Cabinet (2, 3), Lit- sociation were elected in the busiship chairman, Thelma Quattle- There are thirty of them, and, as
their name suggests, they are
erary Guild (3).
baum.
ness meeting, which was held this
following in their big sister club's
Grace Clark—Freshman Council, afternoon. The program was confootstep's.
Intercollegiate Debating Guild (1, cluded with a report of the ThirtyAs time passes, members of the
GOLDEN SLIPPER
2),
Sophomore Commission, A first Annual Convention of the
Outing Club will be selected from
Cappella choir (1, 2, 3), Jesters American Home Economics Asso(Continue* from Page One)
the Tenderfoot club, for they will
(2, 3, 4), Secretary Jesters (2), ciation, which met i n Pittsburg,
A group of f reshmei. in Dr. Lit- assist the sophomores in their be trained to prance right in for
Classical Guild (3), Granddaugh- Pennsylvania last June. The remembership.
ters club (1, 2) 3, 4), Dormitory port was given by a Wesleyan stu- tle's Education 100 class are putting work and the Junior class off iters
New officers of the club are
will
assist
the
freshmen.
The
Junon a radio program over W. S. B.
president (3), Chapel Proctor (3), dent. ~
Anne
Quinn, president, and Helen
on December 3. The committee iors who have been asiigned to
Upper Court (3, 4), Student CounOfficers who presided at the planning /the 'program is Jean work on the freshman commit- Wester, secretary and treasurer.
cil (4), Chairman of the Judiciary
meeting were Martha Bateman, Stewart, chairman, Patty Cheney, tees are: Playwriting, Harriett Game Room And Bulletin Board
<4).
Laurels this week go to houseG. S. C.W, chairman; Mary Stubbs
Hudson; Stage and Properties,
Sara Bethel—President Dormi- of Eatonton High School as secre- Maurine Brown, Zulat- •Billiard, Marion Bennett; Costuming, Sun- mothers Cone and Martin (better
tory (1) Freshman Council, Home tary; and Miss Avalona Athon, Olga Williams, and Ruth Steven- ny Ferguson; Songs, Luella Mea- known as "Mother Duck"). These
.'Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Soph- faculty member of Eatonton High s o n
ders; Decoration, Euniae Stubbs; two have made us proud of them
omore Commission, Golf Club (2, Sckool, as adult advisor.
Education 306 Class is sponsor- Lights, Elizabeth Ledbetter; Pub- by making a game room in At-.
3, 4), Class officer. (3), Rec Board
There were about seventy-five ing the observance 0! American licity, Hulda Penland. Beth Bland kinsom hall and a Recreation bulle(3), Business Manager Spectrum students present from the schools Education Week on November 6-12. and Jane Collier of the freshman tin board in Bell hall. The game
(3) Class President (4), Student and colleges in this district. The Doris Hardin is chairman of the class have written the play and room is equipped with a table
Council (4), Cotillon Club (4).
high schools represented intlude: committee for making the arrange- songs, respectively, for their Gold- tennis table, lounge chairs, etc.
and the Bulletin board in Bell hall
Matillee Stapleton—Csmmerce Cadwell, Cochran, Davisboro, Dub- ments- which will include special en Slipper production.
is used exclusively for notices conClub (1, 2, 3, 4), Editor Spectrum lin, Rentz, Sandersville, Sparta, chapel programs, observance of
As
was
previously
announced,
cerning recreation activities. We
(4), Y Cabinet (4).
Wadley, Eatonton, Bartow, Phoeniz classes and news articles.
the plays are to be of a slight dif- appreciate you, Miss Cone and Mrs.
Marion v Arthur—Class officer Community School near Eatonton,
ferent tone, this year. An attempt Martin!
(1), International Relations club Jones High School at Gray, Kite EDITORS ATTEND
is being made to make them conBlub! Blub!
,(2, 3, 4) President International Consolidated School, Mary Per(Continued
from
Page
Fire)
tain
less
musical
comedy
and
more
The above sound can mean no
-Relation's Club (4), Freshman sons High School at Forsyth, two
social
significance.
The
spirit
of
less
than the swimming pool. Yes,
Council, Sophomore Commission, clubs from the A. L. Miller Higk and to learn more modem techopposition,
and
i rowdiness that has the water is in the pool and ready,
•Geography Club (4), Colonnade School, the Lanier Junior College nique. Subjects such as: "The
staff (1, 2, 3, 4), Jesters (1, 2) Y Club from Macon, and the Peabody College Newspaper's Sphere of previously prevailed between the at least for inspection. Why don't
competing classes is not expected you take a walk over to the
•Cabinet (3, 4)..
High School in Milledgeville.
Influence," "Reorting and Inter- to continue tftiis year. But in a Physical Education building* and
Virginia , Shoffiett—Dormitory
Wesleyan, Middle Georgia Col- preting Events," "Determining
officer (3), Treasurer College Gov- lege at Cochran, and G. S. C. W. What Readers Want," and "Typo- spirit of all good will, the contest see what the future has in store
ernment (3), Health and Physical were the colleges represented at graphy and Mechanics" of the should be a close one and an inter- for you?
esting one and may the best play
Education Club (3), Vice Presi- this meeting.
Newspaper wera brought up for win! Really good productions can
dent Rec Association (4).
discussion.
result only from complete coMargaret Bracey — Dormitory
The
apperance
of
such
a
speaker
operation, so every member of the
•officer (1), Sophomore Commis- HEME, RAINER, DAVIS
as Raymond Clapper, famous class should be an active worker Home Going Letters are Happier
sion, Commerce Club (2), Dormi(Continued from Bige Three)
Washington columnist and com- beginning now.
On
tory officer (3), Golf Club (3, 4),
mentator, and president of the
•President Golf Club1 (4), Mas.que- Milledgeville and Baldwin Coun Washington newspaperman's GridTaders (3, 4), Chapel Proctor (4), ty."
iron Club is assurance of the ,
"The end of the contest is here j iron
Vesper Choir (2).
quality of the program offered.
Prices From
Jean Purdom—Freshman Coun- —but the interest in it is yet alive. Other important lectureres were:
cil, Dormitory officer (1), Com- We are most pleased and we thank Prof. Lester Getzloe, of the Ohio
merce Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Sophomore the students for their full coopera- State University School of JourCommission, Class officer (2), tion."
nalism;. Dean Kenneth E. Olson,
One of the winners received a Medill s c h o o l of Journalism;
•. Vesper Choir (2), Y Cabinet (3, 4),
First Vice President YWCA (3), letter from a "fan" who stated that Northwestern University; Blair
class officer (3), Y Executive (4). he knew personally the star repre- Converse, head of the department
...J/ \wy
Marion7 Bennett—International sented as Luise Rainer—and that of technical journalism, of Iowa
Relations Club (2, 3), officer In- the likeness was remarkable. The State College and Mitchell V.
beneath the picture Charaley, associate professor of
ternational Relations club (3), Journal
Write With A
Classical Guild (1, 2, 3) Biology stated that the likeness which journalism at the University of
Club (1, 2), President ( Biology Isabelle Edwards had to Bette Minnesota, who are Co-authors of
•Club (2), Class officer (3), Stu- Davis was startling. Everyone has the newest book in the magazine
Pen and Pencil Set
dent Council (3), Literary Guild agreed that' Nedralimd Hellbrueck field, "Magazine Writing and Editcould pass for Sonja almost any- ing," and who presented a joint Come in and let us tell you
(3), Scribbler's Club (3).
Grace Drewry—A Capella Choir where—provided she would learn roundtable on magazine editing.
about the
(1, 2, 3, 4)., President A Capella to skate.
Several students also held various
\
(4), Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4), Band
forums.
Dovedown Merry-go-Round
(3, 4), Y Cabinet (3), Allegro
(3),
Colonnade
Staff
(3),
Student
"' Vlub (1, 2, 3, 4), Class officer
Council (3).
(4), Vesper Choir (3).
\
• Ruth Van Cise-WV Capella Choir
Marguerite'- , Jernigan — ViceOne Day Service
(1, 2, 3, 4), Y Cabinet (3, 4), First
president F r e s h m a n Council.
Vice President YWCA (4), ComPHONE 559
'Health and Physical Education
merce Club (3, 4).
-THE REXALL STORE—
Club (1), Rec Board (1, 2, 3), : ;
ODORLESS CLEANERS
Betty Adams—Internatidnal Re'Sophomore Commission, Literary
lations Club (3), Secretary of
Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Class officer
College Government (3).
dent of YWCA. (3), History club

Ed. 100 Class
To Present
Radio Program

Montag's Stationery
50c to $LOO

Waterman

$1.50 to $5.00

Patronize
Our

G» & L.

Dress Shop

Advertisers

"Whni are you going to do after graduation;
run a filling ptation or be • 1rreStler?."•

Culver & Kidd
Drug Co.

J
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LONG VALLEY"

IT LOOKS FROM HERE

=

(Continued from page three)
(Continued from Page Four)
particularly well-arranged gardens
with bird paths and pools. Her for discussion next January when
husband' can not understand this Congress convenes.
strange passion of • hers and un- Surpassing most such plans in
wittingly destroys one of her generosity, skillful leadership, and
dreams, a white quail which fin- detailed strategy, 'the California
ally, came to her garden to-bathe. "Thirty Dollars Every Thursday!'
The characters range from flow- has for its motto "Life begins at
er lovers to communists, foreign- 50". As some arithmetically iners, murderers, even a young boy clined observer remarked, after
and his ponies.
looking at its cost to the producing
"Johnny Bear- is very similar to part of the population, it would
Lcmnie in "Of Mice and Men", certainly\see to it that "Life bebut his strength, if it might be so fore 50 will be harder than ever."
called, is his remarkable memory It would cost every employed perfor conversations overheard. His son in California a probable $50
strange power affects the whole a month in taxation to finance the
town of Loma and particularly its pension scheme, and the money
strongest characters.
would be collected by a two-per' Whether you like sainted pigs or cent-a-week, tax on the scrip
not, you will be strangely fasi- money, paid by whoever had it in
nated by "Saint Katy the Virgin" his possession on Thursday night,
and certainly amused. You will without regard to his abiJjLty to
probably want to reread it to com- pay or the service he received from
prehend all it implies.
the possession of the scrip. A minThe most intriguing and most imum of 780 million dollars a
memorable story of all has to do year would have to be collected
with"The Red Pony" and Jody, by the State for pensions alone,
the boy to whom he belonged. The and it would require so many
red pony is the main factor in clerks and other office workers to
Jody's growth from a little boy to keep track of. the system that ada man and though it is not in- ministration costs would be great.
cluded in ajl three stories, all are This wduld give every "involunaffected by Jody's changed char- tarily idle" person over 50 an inacter and all are interwoven into a come of $1560 a year, which is
tender and impressive story.
above that averaged by nearly
Although the stories are separate three-fourths of the producing
and can be read that way, they are population in this country, as
all so closely bound to each other computed by Dr. Hildegarde
that only a reading of the com- Kneeland a few months ago in a
plete book can give you the clear Federal survey. A man and wife,
unflinching picture that John both involuntarily idle, would reSteinbeck means to portray.
ceive a total income of $3120 a
year, which is a luxury level to
most people even in this land of
the ambitious.
S. E. I . DELEGATES
(Continued from Page Three)
•

••

•

•

\

hjienberger.
. Mrs. May Lambeton Becker of
New York, who writes book reviews for the New York Herald
Tribune, gave an interesting discussion of books and the types of
books most-liked.
.'. The association meets biennially. The topic for discussion at the
meeting this year was about Federal aid in regard to Libraries.

CAMPUS
A MARTIN THEATRE
Phone 44 Frank D, Adams, Mgr.
Mon.-Tues., Nov. 7-8
Errol Flynn and Bette Davis
••- l a
"THE SISTERS"
Wednesday, Nov. 9
"FLIGHT TO FAME"
Thursday, Nov. I t
The Ritz Brothers
,

; . ; • • ;• %

In

.

-

^

"STRAIGHT PLACE & SHOW"
I

Fridafy, Nov. 11
"BROADWAY MUSKETEERS"
With'
;^
Ann Sheridan

of pure frivolity, she fastened a
24-inch feather to her Scotch beret.
She says it's fun—but she can't do
a thing but wear her hat.
Try it out on your beret—but
duck when you go through doors!

ALUMNAE CORNER

Cut up a red-checked tablecloth
[for a blouse and you'll be right in
style. In "Love Affair," Irene'
Dunne wears a tailored shirt of
red-checked wool, pockets and.
bimding cut on the bias.

(Continued from Page Five)
radio work: for a Miami broadcasting station talking on fashions. Since then she has broadcast
fashions for stores in Richmond,
Baltimore and Columbus, Ohio and
SSOl
IOEX01
now over WSB for Davison-Pax- ovs.ui
on in Atlanta, she is known as
"Enid Day". Her present address
Continues All-Week
is 1302 W. Peachtree Street, Atlanta.
Mary Lizzie Benson (Mrs. W. B.)
IORO
30O01
Maxwell, '23, was listed in Mitre SEE
30E301
IOE30E
Press of London among "Principal
EYES EXAMINED
Womea of America" for her work
"We Serve The Best Yon Be
in genealogy.
Our Guest"
GLASSES FITTED
This is all the space the Editor
is giving us this time, reader, but
DR. E. L. BUTTS
ENNIS COFFEE SHOP
we shall be glad to tell in the
Registered Optometrist
Alumnae Corner next week any
Campus Theater Building'
news you might konw about an
Second Floor
alumna's accomplishments that we
have not yet heard. Won't you Adjustments and Consultation
write us a card or come by the
Without Obligation
Alumnae Office and cheer us with
Beauty Shop on Second Floor
Phone
536
some more successes?

MID-SEASON CLEARANCE SALE

THE VOGUE

BELL'S

FRILLS AND RUFFLES
(Continued from Pdge Four)
favorite hobby? Anne Shirley
wears a sword with jewelled hilt
and scabbard.
Speaking of Anne: in the spirit
|Have a miniature from your
annual negative. Complete
$2.75
i

EBERHART STUDIO

So you won't talk, eh?
Bring it to

HALL ELECTRIC CO.
Phoiie 64

SUPER SHOE SERVICE

"Quality Shoe Repairing" !
Four Grades and Prices of
LADIES SOLES
Phone 120
Free Delivery

A.^

New Equipment and moderate
prices. We use only the best
materials.
i

Our Aim

Give Us A Trial. I'm Sure You
Will Be Pleased With Our Work
And Price

Strictly Sanitary Shop with
expert Operators with Masters
License.

COLLEGE DEPT. STORE

HARPER'S SHOE SHOP
122 South Wayne

E. E.Bell Co.

Your Satisfaction

ROLLS DEVELOPED
There are two facts of real sig8 Prints On Velox 25c
nificance about this situation. If
the middle-aged and elderly were; Reprints, 3c each; 25 or more, 2c
not really "up against it",' they each (Sizes 116 and smaller)
would not be likely to think up
THE PHOTO SHOP
Augusta, Ga.
such schemes to get themselves Box 490 • -:supported out of the public treasury. While the population's average is going up, the prejudice
14th Annual Peanut Week
against employing the aged in
nearly all businesses remains as
10c lb.
strong as ever, for the pace of our
production and distribution proROSES 5c and 10c STORE
cesses is one to which youth is
better adapted than age. Therefore, enough people are feeling the
pinch of the situation to turn an It is Smart to Dine at Paul's
election in a district and even in Where Home Cooking is A Rea whole State. There is certainly lation.
nothing new in people's demandPAUL'S
ing that the government do something' about their troubles; from
the days of ' Caesar's returning
legions wijp wanted to be cared
for after the campaigns, down to "Drinks Taste Different, Better"
the present-day farmers who want
'At .
the foreclosure of their mortgages
stopped somehow. A new group
inffORD "DRUGS"
appears to have arisen, and their
voice will undoubtedly grow louder in the land, for time will age
our population inevitably, if present habits continue. Any man or Let Us Prove the difference In
woman who seeks a position of
SANITONE CLEANING
importance in any government
iwill have to heat; the demands of
And Ordinary Dry Cleaning
jthe p o s ^ m J u r i f l r ^ l S f l i n d facjti
(Which is giving the New Dealjrj
t a •^isjsiKiiifc:
(headache,, jsf Jhat,thig, M s s i b ^

... -ti r,S^urday,v £tar. .,$,,,
"CRIME TAKES A HOLIDAY" Raising expectations bound to be!

s

LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING*

*•*

Wootfen's BooklfStore

SHUPTRINE'S
Specialists In

Shoes

Hosiery

> ~

Milledgeville

New Strip Prints
From Any 'Candid' Camera (35mm Film)

iiiaiBliWW'

Kims from Argus, Leica, Gontax, Retina, Robot, and AH Other
Foreign and Domestic 35mm Candid Cameras
.1 / . • i

1

m W i i P A

doMloii'ed U d ttrlfl pr.nt^d by neW ,hoto cell prl
numbfrt. i
mm Hm fro* <Um§p__fy ^ N I I V I .Mndl^^ J^NV^.30 • ESCPpauiFie -R.0CC
ttll.
• M i m DEVELOPED IAND3« STRIP PatNT8„¥
:
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AIM)• HEW L W PRICES OH 3Smm EWLARCEMEKT8 Vi• jot
M i W t A * MZE KODAK F A *

»ED ANDEIQNT NEVER-FADE
,fl*U

MAIL YOtffl FILMS TO

COMPANY

JACK RABBIT CO. -

m
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(

Remember Your Friends
with a gift from

>«**nw

plans will endanger public confidence in legitimate and practical
social security.

'•T

SPARTANBURG, S. C.

